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Your details 

 
Title  

Ms  

First name  Max  

Last name  Sharam  

    

    

Submission details 

 

I am making this 
submission as  

A member of the general public  

Submission type  I am making a personal submission  

Organisation making 
the submission (if 
applicable)  

Self  

Your position in the 
organisation (if 
applicable)  

Director  

Consent to make 
submission public  

I give my consent for this submission to be made public  

Share your experience or tell your story 

 

Your story  Distressing to see how Australia is handling environment and 
conservation. In the 70s we were taught fragile geography, 
encroaching arid zones, moisture loss in soils, water shortage, 
habitat and species loss- precious unique wildlife. So 
mismanaged. Blue gum farm corruption it goes on and on until 
there is nothing left but stupid people calling the shots ashamed- 
no intelligent serial or global view just short sighted and short 
term. I’m ashamed of Australians for their failure to preserve our 
paradise.  
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Terms of Reference (optional) 

 

The Inquiry welcomes submissions that address the particular 
matters identified in its Terms of Reference. 

1.1 Causes and 
contributing factors  

ashamed  

1.2 Preparation and 
planning  

ashamed  

1.3 Response to 
bushfires  

Distressing to see how Australia is handling environment and 
conservation. In the 70s we were taught fragile geography, 
encroaching arid zones, moisture loss in soils, water shortage, 
habitat and species loss- precious unique wildlife. So 
mismanaged. Blue gum farm corruption it goes on and on until 
there is nothing left but stupid people calling the shots ashamed- 
no intelligent serial or global view just short sighted and short 
term. I’m ashamed of Australians for their failure to preserve our 
paradise.  

1.4 Any other matters  Distressing to see how Australia is handling environment and 
conservation. In the 70s we were taught fragile geography, 
encroaching arid zones, moisture loss in soils, water shortage, 
habitat and species loss- precious unique wildlife. So 
mismanaged. Blue gum farm corruption it goes on and on until 
there is nothing left but stupid people calling the shots ashamed- 
no intelligent serial or global view just short sighted and short 
term. I’m ashamed of Australians for their failure to preserve our 
paradise.  
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